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Kelly Gibson Junior Golf TourKelly Gibson Junior Golf Tour
Allstate Sugar Bowl Fall Series

Carter Plantation

Congratulations to Logan Heltz on his victory in the Boys 13-15 Division
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Girls 13-18

2nd ~ Cassidy Lambert

3rd ~ Blair McKenzie

Boys 13-15

1st ~ Logan Heltz

6th ~ Preston Giroir

Well played to all our Rob Noel Golf Academy students!

 
 

Your scoring zoneYour scoring zone
Wedge designers are making it easier

 



 

 

Modern wedges are designed to enable you to hit good shots without

making perfect contact. But there’s a catch. To benefit from this design,

you need the right bounce for your swing. Play with the right bounce,

using the right technique, and you’ll be a lot better around the greens.

 

 

Bounce changes how a wedge interacts with the turf. That means you

don’t have to make perfect contact with the ball. If you’re using the bounce

correctly, it allows the club to skid into the ball.

 

Master this rangeMaster this range
The bounce that’s right for you depends on your swing (angle of attack)

and the type of wedge shots you play. Let’s find yours and make scoring

from anywhere around the green a lot easier for you.



Get started >Get started >

 
 

It’s playtimeIt’s playtime
A fun way to improve your wedge play.

 

There’s nothing like some healthy, fun competition to develop your skills.

That’s why we love the par-18 challenge. It’s the perfect way to make short-

game practice time with a friend or family member more fun and effective.

 

 

Place 9 balls at different spots around the green. 3 test your chip and run

skills. 3 test your greenside bunker skills. 3 test your short pitch shots. With

each skill, there’s an easy, medium, and hard test. Make sure you putt out

competitively and keep score, as this should also put pressure on your

putting technique and ability.
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How close can you get to 18?How close can you get to 18?
Are you hitting it close enough, but not sinking putts? Or are you way off

target with your wedges and giving yourself too much to do with the

putter? Let’s schedule some time at the practice green together and get

you closer to 18.

Sharpen your short game >Sharpen your short game >
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